Seventy-seven Girls Enter New Life In Greek World

Senior Class Night To Be Next Friday

Senior Class Day Will Present Impressionist Art Entertainment

“Headline Hilarity” is sure to be the perfect prescription for an hour’s entertainment when administered by Jacqueline MacKenzie, guest speaker for the Senior Class Day assembly, Friday, November 6.

Miss MacKenzie, known by the titles of “The Charming Princess of British TV,” “Miss Funny Face” and “The Foreign Correspondent of Comic Poetry” has starred in the European television programs of “The Talk of the Town,” “Headline Hilarity” and “Hocquor” — all with her unique and diversified talents of person and events. Her specialization — “Headline Hilarity” has added a completely new dimension to television news. Miss MacKenzie is sure to be a great success in this class assembly.

The indefatigable English-born, India-raised, Jacqueline studied Journalism, played International Lacrosse for Scotland,0 was hijacked into Scottish repertory theater, learned the trade of acting, she graduated from delinquents to distinguishes. Being Miss Pauline was her favorite hobby in one hundred years, and she was the only one to whom she was loyal, unity, and enthusiasm. The BREEZE salutes her.

“Viewpoint” Offers Various Programs

“Viewpoint,” Madison’s half-hour television program on WYVA–TV, begins Thursday, November 5, at 6:00 p.m. The first program of the season will be put on by members of the Professional Drama Association who will show the students the pitfalls of college life and the story of a young man who stands up for the right course. The production will have a program of music on December 10.

Miss Dorothy Rowe, head of the English and American educational systems, on November 19 Miss Alicia Carboni of Argentina will talk about her conversation about South Germany of Danish education, and their own comments about our American education system.

Miss Dorothy Rowe, head of the home economics department, will pretend on December 3 to a German exchange student, Miss Sonya Freeze, Ann King, Frankie Murphy, and Betty Freeze. Miss Rowe will get her husband, Monty Armentrout.

Thank you for the banquet and Carole Dunnaway welcomes as new sisters, Grace Bon," Joy Wells, Sue Blankenship, Nancy Mack Tubaugh, Betty Hundley, Judy Wilburn, Becky Anderson, Mary Blanker, Mary Craum, Carol Davis, Cooke, Pat Briscoe, Bever Pierce, Shirley Childress, Barbra Freed, Anne For- tuny, Willie Sue Richardson, Nancy Vought, Helen Warren, and Bess Freeze, Ann King, Frankie Murphy, and Betty Freeze. Miss Rowe will get her husband, Monty Armentrout.

Jacqueline MacKenzie

Secretaries Around Madison Campus Have Various Hobbies And Pastimes

These are four more secretaries in our series about behind-the-scenes workers, Mrs. C. Wetsel, Joy Wittig, Mrs. D. McElyea, and Mrs. McElyea. Featured this week are four of the secretaries who are helping to keep the wheels of the college rolling.
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Life Here Different For British Teacher

Miss Daphne Dickerson, a petite blonde with a bit of British accent is winning the hearts of the English–literate and her classmates are replicas of Miss Monroe. Miss Dickerson is a native of London, England and ten months ago received a diploma in the English Language at the University of London.

Because she misses her car a great deal Dickerson considers the bicycle a great help. Added to learning a new language is learning the street and mounting a new bicycle. Dickerson also visits the library and sees that Miss Dickerson has no other problems.
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Success Of Perseverance

Man is highest of the animal forms. Perhaps, one reason for this lies in the fact that man never stops trying. There are a few who call it 'quits' and fall by the way. But generally speaking, man strives upward and outward.

He persistently seeks greater things, pursues these goals, and when he reaches them is steadfast in them.

Today we are striving to reach. In one sense the word the definition of perseverance is continuance in a state of grace until it is succeeded by a state of glory.

The path of our lives, we believe, brighten with grace and have abundant talents and resources. Should we use these wisely over a long period of time we would surely find success which may in this sense be a minor state of glory, that final state resting in eternal peace...

Although life is short, it is amply long when those things we seek are in the dim and distant future and when we must wait and strain to reach these objects of material success.

There are many ways for a man to get ahead in the world, trickery, falsehoods, cheating, lying, and the ones that are least thought of — hard work and the patience of waiting.

Striving and seeking surely perseverance in itself is success.

L.K.

Acquainting The Reader

The "Stu Go" column of THE BREEZE is devoted entirely to Student Council news, both old and new. This column is printed for the sole purpose of acquainting the reader with the Student Government Association, their functions and various activities.

Too many Madison students are guilty of not knowing what is happening on campus. The only way to overcome this is to read the "Stu Go" column and get into the swing of things:

Changes Are Given On Cutting Classes

A student overcuts a class will be placed on academic probation. The student who overcuts continually will be expelled. A student who overcuts again, he or she may receive a W instead of a D, as the cut occurs. The student will be placed on academic probation. The student who overcuts continually will be expelled. A student who overcuts again, he or she may receive a W instead of a D, as the cut occurs. The student who overcuts continually will be expelled.

The 8 A.M. Scholar

By Ann Thayer

How long will this go on? Where can I recharge my battery? How glad I am it's early dawn. I studied very hard last night to a D. I wonder if that guy takes roll? By George! It's twenty after eight! So back to bed, (more tempting goal) I'll be at least a half-hour late!

To elaborate...they dress, talk and act as they please, when they please. A girl is usually seen with long stringy hair, no lipstick and she might or might not be wearing shoes. The only thing she has in common is an outer garment, the cut occurring, will be seen sporting a luxurious beard.

The bizarre Bohemian is now a thing of the past. Bohemians have invaded. Most of the latter row pro- fesses to be intellectual and (indeed are) many are. The musical preferences range from Brubeck to Bach, with a strong emphasis on the "Modern Jazz Quartet."

Our freshmen, it seemed, were "dancing bulls," "braves," (complets) wearing, cool acting originals so "far out" that they've never found their way back.
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The German Club

Dance Saturday

Wychcraft will be brewing in Reed Hall Saturday night from eight to twelve o'clock as the Germ- an Club presents its costume dances.

Providing the inspiration for two hundred and fifty elderly people, the German Club decided to produce a marketing dance for all of Madison's alumni and undergraduates.

The picnic will take place next Saturday night at 7:30 at the Bluestone Dining Room. A prize will be given to the group. A map of Madison's alumni and undergraduates will be given to the group.

Letters

(Continued From Page 1)

Many of these students were wondering what an Indian is doing in the running between Harvard and Jackson. The Evans of smoking were observed other than in an upperclass dorm. Several girls were eager to teach a student how to smoke. The unfortunate inexperienced one became ill that she literally slid down three flights of steps while trying to save her own dorm.

Students be on the lookout. Every Tuesday and Thursday evening, Bluestone Dining Room is invaded by six odd-looking characters wearing sunglasses, bongos, sweaters and other odd pieces of apparel.

An announcement was made in an upperclass dorm. One night this week it is to be the "Redhead" dorm. They have a new member and she is a "Beatnik."

If you are interested in having the Men's Student Government Or- ganization, please let us know. The BREEZE editor will try to get the information from the Men's Student Government Or- ganization.

You must wonder what in the world these "Beatniks" are up to. They are borrowing all your ready cash. They are stealing your maps. They are borrowing all your postage stamps.

Who's talk is senseless balderdash? Who borrows all your ready cash? Who everloves the things you do? Who moves on to greater things. So tomorrow do the same; and the day after that, do the same; and the day after that, do the same; and the day after that, do the same; and the day after that.

By Ann Thayer

Campus Closeups

Strange things are happening in Washington's sports world this fall. After being their first game, the Washington Redskins were told to play on "Scorn," that is, they will play on "Scorn." This is the story of the changes made by the Washington Senator's owner, the Saturday edition.

Whoever advantages from the Washington Senator's owner, the Saturday edition. All over now—will be friends. Your name is "Redskin." The Chinese boy grinned, "Mr. Chicken Chow Mein!"
"The Cherry Orchard" To Be November 11

"The Cherry Orchard" will be presented by the Canadian Players as "Cherry Orchard" was a gay and cheerful man and referred to this the of humor, however, it has been labeled which remain with the viewer longvant who is left to die in the de-
1954 by Tom Patterson, founder of
unforgettable scenes and characters
awards, including several best actress

English Examination Required Of Juniors

Dr. Percy H. Warren has said that the continuous use of good English, an examination shall be required of all students may be dis-
Eng. X. Composition Clinic. Offered each semester; two 75-minute periods

Attentive everyone! The SCHOOLMA'AM photographer will be on campus November 9 through the 24. If you want your picture taken, be sure to put your name on the sign-up sheets soon to be posted. The price for senior pictures will be $1.50; underclassmen will pay $1.25.

Future Business Leaders of America president, Margaret West, pays Ferguson and Judy Williams have accepted the positions of co-
or a meeting held in Wilson auditorium, Students will be admitted by their lyricum tickets. Antoin Ceshow, the author of the "Cherry Orchard" was a gay and cheerful man and referred to this the last play he wrote before his death, as a comedy. Despite its few flashes of humor, however, it has been labeled

The Valley's Largest Selection

DIAMOND GRAND TOUR. Russia, Cranes, Ukraine, Czechoslovakia, Poland, Germany, Austrian scenes, Scenic Tours, Scandinavia, Bohemia, Austria, Switzerland.

ruins will direct the Canadian Players in "This Cherry Orchard." Kate Reid will portray Madame Ranevskaya. Miss Reid began her career in Ama-

The Cherry Orchard" was a gay and cheerful man and referred to this play the of humor, however, it has been labeled which remain with the viewer long after it is over.
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Saturday, October 24 — Remaining scoreless for the second time, the Madison extramural hockey team fell victims to the Bridgewater eleven. Trailing by two goals at half time the purple team hit its stride at the tournament... For the first time these Ridge Hockey Tournament on October 30 and 31. Here’s hoping the team hits its stride at the tournament... For the first time these Girls are eligible candidates for the Southeast Tournament so per-

Rain has interfered with the progress of the tennis tournament in the basement of Gifford.

**Sports Chat**

By Pat Dean

problems concerning fencing, Linda Quist is the sports leader for this event in previous years are, hopefully, on their way.

The traditional Massanutten hike, sponsored by Madison’s Athletic Association, will be held this Saturday, October 31. The group will leave from Johnston arch at 1:15 p.m. by bus that will take the students to the top of the peak. All freshmen are particularly urged to go and any upperclassmen who have missed the trip in previous years are, hopefully, on their way.

"The view from the Shenandoah Valley peak is very inspiring and it will be very worthwhile to everyone who makes this trip," stated a student who took this trip last year. The group will return to campus in time for the evening meal.
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More Companies Sell At Book Store

Madison College’s book store, which opened last month, features approximately 200 books ranging from cartoon to classics. Student’s reading taste is as wide ranging as the selection. Joe W. Kraus, librarian, says that purchases don’t indicate any particular trend or preferences. Mr. Kraus also said that books will be ordered later from Penguin Publishing Company, an English firm. The book store has no attendant and is run on the Honor System. The group will return to campus in time for the evening meal.
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Serving

Steaks and Regular Meals— Pizza and Italian Spaghetti

A Specialty

201 N. Main St. Harrisonburg, Va.
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